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mission - returning expansion back to brooklyn

the connection - men, women and new york

Since creating Expansion in 2004 at her Brooklyn studio, Paige Bradley has received hundreds of requests to

Expansion resonates deeply with both men and women on a personal level. Paige Bradley has received

view Expansion in a Public location. In July 2014, a large online community voted Expansion the #1 most

hundreds of emails from people who have seen the sculpture and felt it reflects their own feelings of

creative sculpture around the world! (more on page 15)

damage, loss and renewal in their own lives. “People who have been through life-threatening illness, who
have been emotionally challenged, or who have lost someone close to them all identify with this sculpture.

We decided it was time to create a campaign to support this goal in hopes of fulfilling the public’s request.

To feel broken and still be able to draw yourself back together, is the strength and beauty of Expansion, and

We cannot imagine a better place than the waterfront park in DUMBO. As our first initiative, a petition was

of life. We need to acknowledge these cracks, appreciate that they are part of what makes us who we are,

started to add weight to our quest and we are pleased to see the New York and Brooklyn communities

what makes us unique” Bradley says. Furthermore, the undeniable common ground between Expansion

getting behind it, with most recently a public endorsement by actress Sarah Jessica Parker via Twitter.

and New Yorkers affected by 9/11, helps men and women identify with broken lives and the rebuilding of
dreams on a personal level.
Yet Expansion is also a transcendence from the everyday; the figure’s nakedness, the light streaming from
her core, looking upward in blissful meditation, all point to an escape from the chaos and anxiety of urban

The petition can be viewed at: http://www.ipetitions.com/petition/getting-expansion-back-to-brooklyn.

life. In Expansion, nudity, often a sign of vulnerability, becomes a symbol of strength.
“I suppose what Expansion comes to is the feeling of a soul. We all have a sense of soul, even if we can’t
quite put a finger on what it is. There are no words for it, no real way to identify the feeling. But that image of
light streaming out from the cracks in Expansion is the closest I’ve come to portraying it – that for me is our
uniqueness, our shine. Even when we feel completely shattered, we still have our soul. No one can take this.
It is the immortal part of us all. Our cracks just allow everyone to see us a bit better and a bit brighter.” (Paige
Bradley)
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SUGGESTED LOCATION
The Fulton-Ferry State Park/Brooklyn Bridge Park, in Brooklyn, New York feels like the most appropriate place for
Expansion to be permanently placed, since this is where the now famous photo was taken. Brooklyn is also where
Expansion was created in 2004, at Paige Bradley’s studio in DUMBO.
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expansion - artist’s personal narrative

I conceived of this piece when I first moved to Manhattan. I was a bit startled by the power
of the curators and the critics and how they all had an anti-figure slant on what they deemed
show-worthy. So many of these people felt like everything figurative had already been
done, and real art was about being a “Visionary” rather than just showing ability, accuracy or
general talent. Thus, the figure had generally disappeared from galleries, museums, important
collections, art fairs and other shows. The few of us that were left had no place to exhibit and
our voice was not being heard. Many figurative sculptors started teaching, as that was all they
could do. If I wanted to stay in the fine art field, I knew I had to join my contemporaries and
make ‘contemporary’ art. I knew that it was time to let go of all the finely tuned skills I had
acquired over the years, and just trust in the process of making art. The art world was telling
me I had to break down my foundation, let my walls crumble, expose myself completely, and
from there I will find the true essence of what I needed to say. So, literally, I took a perfectly
good (wax) sculpture – a piece I had sculpted with precision over several months – an image
of a woman meditating in the lotus position, and just dropped it on the floor. I destroyed what
I made. I was letting it all go. It was scary. It shattered into so many pieces. My first feeling was,
“what have I done?!” Then, I trusted it would all come together like I envisioned.

Bronze, Electricity and Mixed Media
76” height x 35 “ width x 17” depth (with pedestal)
Artist Proof 1/1 - photographed in DUMBO, NY
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expansion featured at:
National Sculpture Society
Annual Exhibition, 2006
New York NY (right)
Brooklyn Bridge Park
at DUMBO, 2004
Brooklyn NY (left)
Private Collector Residence
Joshua Tree National Park
California (lower left)
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expansion - the creative process

From the moment we are born, the
world tends to have a box already

I cast each of the pieces in bronze and assembled the pieces so they float apart from one another. I then
brought in a lighting specialist and we built an innovative and unique lighting system to make the sculpture
glow from within. It turned out even better than I conceived. And the most rewarding part is that the
image of “Expansion” means so much to everyone who sees it. I receive letters every day! I feel like I really did
my job successfully!

built for us to fit inside. Our
umbilical cord never seems to be
severed; we only find new needs to
fill. If we disconnected and severed
our attachments, would we shatter
our confinements and expand beyond
our shell? Would the world look different?
Would we recognize ourselves? Are we
the box that we are inside, and to be
authentically ‘un-contained’ would
we still be able to exist? This is the
irony of containment. As long as
we don’t push on the walls of our
surroundings, we may never know
how strong we really are.
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Provenance

Recent News

Expansion, Artist Proof #1 (one of six unique versions):
2005 D.U.M.B.O. Art Under the Bridge Festival, Brooklyn, NY | 2005 92nd Annual Exhibition Allied Artists of America, New York City, NY
2006 Elected Members Invitational, National Sculpture Society, New York City, NY | 2006 purchased by Morton Swinsky

Expansion voted #1 in “25 Of The Most Creative Sculptures And Statues From Around The World”
The Mind Unleashed August 5, 2014 - Every city that you visit has its own unique sculptures and statues, but some really make you
look twice – and then some. The most unique and amazing sculptures known to capture the eyes of all who pass can be found
tucked along secret streets and broadcasted in popular city squares. There are many sculptures and statues (both new and old)
currently provoking conversation and intrigue. Join the fun looking through these photos of the top 25 most incredible statues
and sculptures found throughout the world. site: http://themindunleashed.org/2014/08/25-creative-sculptures-statues-aroundworld.html

In 2006, Expansion (#1 Artist Proof ) was sold to Morton Swinsky during the National Sculpture Society’s New York show. Morton
Swinsky, a pioneering Wall Street bond trader and later a multiple Tony award-winning producer of plays and musicals including
Chicago, Jersey Boys, and Billy Elliot, amongst others, was a voracious collector of sculpture. In June 2010, Mr. Swinsky passed
away from cancer and his daughter, Karen Swinsky Caruso, was given the estate. She was forced to auction off most of the
collection through Christie’s to pay for estate taxes, but has kept Expansion and a few other works most valuable to her. Due to the
international acclaim the image of Expansion has received, Ms. Caruso now estimates this first version at five times the price her
father bought it for in 2005.

Expansion voted “Best Sculpture”
Brooklyn Waterfront Artists Coalition June 2013 - BWAC Wide Open Exhibition. site: http://bwac.org/Featured_artists_WO4.html

There are a total of six pieces in the Expansion (half-life size) edition (all with a variance of cracks). This piece has been exhibited in
the USA, UK and Europe. A full listing of the Provenance for the entire edition is available upon request.
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Lisa K Townsend - It’s pretty emotional actually...for me. Woman in pieces is so archetypal for the feminine energy on the planet
right now.
lori Winkler - I just wanted to say thank you for your amazing artwork. Specifically thank you for honoring your passion and sharing
it with the rest of us. Thank you for sharing your light and divine vision thru your art. Your piece expansion is an amazing visual
experience for all of us going through this ascension process. Again thank you. Much love & light to you.
Elaine B. Hoversten - I LOVE your work!!! Thank you so much!! I often use the image of your profile picture with my psychotherapy
patients to demonstrate the beauty in our brokenness. I have heard that it is in the broken places that the light shines through.
Blessings to you in your important work.
Incandescent Artists. A truly incandescent piece of art. - Paige Bradley has created this stunning sculpture called ‘Expansion’. It must
be so amazing to realise your ideas like this in something as beautiful and permanent as bronze.

Public Comments on Expansion - selections from 2004 - 2014
Maggie McWhirter, London UK, August 11, 2014 - Art is to be shared, to be enjoyed, to be appreciated by the public.
The Expansion Sculpture is absolutely stunning and mesmerizing. It ought to remain on public display permanently
to be enjoyed by people in all walks of life.
Lynn Erenberg August 14, 2014 - Everyone should have the opportunity to be inspired by a work of art as beautiful
and raw as “Expansion.”
Fereshta, New York NY, August 15, 2014 - We can use all the inspiration we can get in this great, big, sometimes
discombobulating city! Please bring “Expansion” back out into the wild!

Meike Braun, Germany - I am absolutely in love with your sculpture entitled ‘Expansion’. I see myself in this woman and I love your
intension of building this masterpiece. I will give birth to my first child (a girl) :) in a few weeks. I would love to have a photo of that
sculpture in my home, because I think it would give me strength and courage for the big day and after.
Stacie Turk, California - I can feel the soul of what you are expressing in your work. When I finally learned the title of EXPANSION, it
made perfect sense. I recently experienced a new level of heart opening….Your sculpture was a bit prophetic for me. EXPANSION
will always feel personal to me, even if I cannot reach out and touch it everyday, as I had hoped. Maybe... I will continue to imagine
it in my own garden or home. Art moves, whether you own it or not. Thank you for giving that to me.
Brent Beshara, Canada - You have truly an understanding of our connection with nature and our participation from the within
to the without. Yours is a very powerful work, reminding us of the necessary balance of the world that is naturally within our
society, returning us to the right path as a species and humanity. Thank you for your creativeness, understanding, efforts, wisdom,
compassion, patience, and love for what you do.

Mark Loomis, August 16, 2014
Having “Expansion” in Brooklyn Bridge Park would make a fantastic addition to an already beautiful place!
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about the artist

artist statement

Paige Bradley is an internationally acclaimed sculptor, known for some of the best contemporary figurative sculptures

Since I was nine I knew I would be an artist. Three decades later, I am still doing it – and I intend never to stop. My

today. She has held studios in Carmel, Brooklyn and London--where she currently resides. Her collectors range from

inspiration comes from my connection to the world, my relationships with others, and my relationship with myself.

celebrities to corporations, universities, and private individuals. Born in Carmel, California Paige knew she was an

Life is my muse. The figure to me is the perfect vehicle to communicate the human condition. The goal is to create

artist at a young age. Paige started drawing from life by age ten and by fifteen began leaving home every summer to

truthful and courageous artwork. Work that communicates what it feels like to be alive in the world today. I must

study at art schools. She has been casting bronze since she was 17 and is accomplished in all aspects of the process.

make what feels real, not necessarily beautiful, in order to be a visionary and create lasting fine art.

She often creates her own molds and patinas in order to keep the quality at the highest level. Paige’s subject matter
is more of a journey within rather than a illustration of idealism. She believed that through the figure an artist could

For more information about the artist visit www.paigebradley.com.

speak a universal language that is timeless and profound. She has made sculptures that challenge weight and space,
creating some of the most remarkable contemporary bronze around today. But Paige’s work is so much more than
what meets the eye; the spiritual and humanistic aspects captured within the form leave us thinking about our own
journey and connections.
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A complete catalog of Paige Bradley’s work can be viewed at www.paigebradley.com.

facebook.com/paigebradleysculpture
twitter.com/paigesculpture

All sculptures © Paige Bradley 2014

